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* New Words:-
1- Right

2- Short

3- Long

4- Left

5- Climb

6- Bicycle

7- Shoelaces

8- Hobby

9- Study

10- Thumb

11- Print

12- Count

* Write 5 -6 sentences on Myself:-

1- My name is .

2- I am a Girl / Boy.

3- I study in class II.

4- My father’s name is .

5- My mother’s name is .

6- My hobby is .

7- The name of my school is Puna International School Gurukul.



* Fill in the blanks:-

1- I wear clean clothes.

2- I like dancing.

3- I polish my shoes.

4- I have black eyes.

5- I like reading books.

6- I play cricket.

* Activity:- Draw or stick your favourite food.



Chap - 2

Our Wonderful Body

* New Words

1-Brain

2-Internal

3-External

4-Organs

5-Heart

6-Stomach

7-Breath

8-Machine

9-Lungs

10-Pumps

11-Stethoscope

12-Tongue

* Put [√ ] for correct and [x] for incorrect statements:-

1- Our brain helps us to think. [ √ ]

2- The food we eat goes to my lungs. [ x ]

3- My heart pumps blood to all parts of my body. [ √ ]

4- Our tongue helps us to taste. [ √ ]

5- Our ears help us to smell. [ x ]

* Fill in the blanks:-

1- I touch with my hands .

2- I see with my eyes .

3- I smell with my nose .

4- I hear with ears .

5- I taste with my tongue .



* Answer the following questions.

Ques-1 Write the name of sense organs.

Ans -1 Eye, nose, ear, skin, tongue.

Ques-2 What is the sound of heart?

Ans- 2 Lub-dub, lub-dub .

Ques -3 Write the name of external organs.

Ans -3 Head, arms, eyes, legs and tongue.

Ques -4 Write the name of internal organs.

Ans -4 Brain, heart, lungs, stomach.

*Activity:- Trace the outline of your palm and label the fingers as { little
finger, ring finger, middle finger, index finger, thumb}.


